
THE JCB CONSTRUCTION LOADALL RANGE



YOUR FIRST CHOCommitted to construction

In 1977, JCB pioneered the versatile telescopic

handler concept. Since then we have sold more

telescopic handlers than any other brand,

expanding and evolving our range to offer you 

a wider and better choice than ever.

Whatever machine suits your needs best, 

from the smallest 520-40 to our biggest, high-lift

540-170, you’ll benefit from ultimate reliability 

as standard, sophisticated design processes, 

high quality manufacturing and meticulous testing.

All supported by JCB’s unrivalled experience of

telescopic handlers.

But the Loadall is also a product of in-depth

research and customer feedback. And when you

told us you needed greater productivity and

performance, we listened.

So welcome to the latest, complete range of JCB

Loadalls. Machines that are proven to keep on

performing and earning, year after year.



CE FOR MATERIALS HANDLING



FAST FACTS
● Compact dimensions and outstanding

manoeuvrability enable fast operation

in restricted areas

● Central cab position and low offset

boom give outstanding all-round

visibility 

● Telescopic lift and reach provide

genuine lorry loading capability 

● 4-cylinder engine offers lively

performance and high power-to-

weight ratio 

● Hydrostatic transmission gives excellent

performance and effortless control

Big solutions in small packages

The JCB 520-40, 524-50 and 527-55 bring

Loadall performance to previously inaccessible

construction and industrial sites. With capacities

of 2 to 2.7 tonnes and lift heights from 4 to 

5.6 metres, these compact performers are

perfect for working in confined spaces.

The 520-40 is fitted with a naturally aspirated

engine, producing 50hp (37.5kW), while the

other two machines boast the new 85hp (63kW)

turbocharged Tier III JCB Dieselmax engine. 

All the engines drive through a high-ratio and

low-ratio hydrostatic transmission for simple

operation and ease of handling, while high engine

output, combined  with low overall weight,

equals a high power-to-weight ratio. Meanwhile,

hydrostatic drive provides excellent pushing

power, particularly at low speeds, as well as the

ability to drive the machine using only the

accelerator, ensuring smooth acceleration and

deceleration and precise control in restricted areas.

Getting into the cab couldn’t be easier and once

you’re in, all controls fall easily to hand. The view

outside is excellent too: by centrally mounting the

cab at the front of the machine you get an

unparalleled view of the carriage, both at ground

level and throughout the lifting cycle; and the

low, offset boom provides excellent vision to the

right-hand side, particularly to the rear corner.

Add all this to a huge range of attachments, 

along with additional benefits on the two larger

machines that include 3 steer modes, single-lever

servo control and towing capability, and you’ve

got a more versatile, comfortable and stable

solution to working in confined spaces.







FAST FACTS
● Proven side-engine design offers high

capacity and excellent visibility 

● Torque converter transmission gives

rapid take up of power

● Turbocharged or air-to-air charge

cooled JCB Dieselmax engines

provide real power and torque

● JCB Q-fit means you can change

attachments rapidly

● Large range of JCB attachments

lets you customise your machine to

any application

Versatile performance and power

Every JCB Loadall is designed for maximum

productivity, versatility and manoeuvrability. 

At the same time, individual models have their 

own unique benefits so you’re sure to find one 

that suits your needs perfectly.

Moving on to the side-engine 531-70 and 541-70,

these machines offer increased payloads and reach

together with excellent loader performance. From

yard or building applications to waste rehandling,

one of these non-stabilised Loadalls is bound to suit

your needs.

For precision lift and place performance, you’ll find

the extra reach and payload you need within the

rest of our range, from the 535-95 to our flagship

540-170. All these models, except the 533-105, 

also boast the optional JCB sway system, which

levels the machine when traversing a gradient and

makes inserting forks into pallets on uneven 

ground easier.

Throughout the range: our reliable 85, 100 or

130hp (63, 74.2 or 97kW) JCB Dieselmax engines

drive through a torque converter to the standard

JCB 4-speed transmission; low centres of gravity

and long wheel bases aid stability when roading at

speed; and the optional patented JCB auto steer-

mode alignment system allows multi-mode steering.

Plus, we offer a huge range of attachments across

the entire range, increasing the flexibility of these

machines even further. 



FAST FACTS
● Large roof and cab windows give

excellent all-round visibility for safe

and easy load placement 

● Ergonomically positioned controls

and instruments reduce fatigue for

all-day productivity

● Eye-level load moment indicator

provides progressive read out of

forward stability 

● Optional loader or placing pattern

controls tailor the machine to the job

● Careful grouping of all key controls

makes for effortless operation

Total comfort and control

At JCB we’re renowned for producing superb

operating environments. These machines are no

exception. Featuring one of the biggest cabs on

the market, JCB Loadalls are designed specifically

for comfort, safety and ease of use. 

First, access is exceptional, with a wide 

two-section door and sturdy step offering clear

entry into the spacious cab. Once you’re inside,

state of the art sound insulation keeps noise 

to class-leading levels, whilst a fully adjustable

suspension seat, steering column and armrest*

make for the most comfortable driving position.

When it comes to controlling these productive

and versatile machines, we’ve made life a lot

simpler. You’ll find all dials and switches are

grouped on the front console for ease of use,

whilst hydraulic, transmission and stabiliser

controls are carefully laid out for quick, safe 

and accurate operation. 

* Dependent on model and specification ordered  

There’s a choice of either placing or loader

pattern*, an eye-level load moment indicator

provides a progressive readout of forward

stability and, for further peace of mind, load hold

check valves are fitted to lift, tilt and extension

rams. In addition, stabilised models offer optional

stabiliser down lights to indicate when the

stabilisers have taken the machine weight.

As well as superb control and comfort, these

cabs are also designed for enhanced safety. 

So a massive glass area provides unsurpassed 

all-round visibility and all gauges are offset to 

the right ensuring forward vision isn’t obscured.

Protective bars on the large roof 

window are angled to 

maximise the view of the 

load at height, whilst 

front and rear wipers 

clear dirt more 

efficiently over 

a greater 

area for 

optimum 

visibility.







From the compact 520-40 right through to the

largest 540-170, JCB Loadalls are built to provide

you with a long, reliable service life. Sophisticated

design processes, quality manufacturing and

meticulous testing, all allied to our unrivalled

materials handling experience, ensure you can

depend on these machines, day after day, year

after year.

First, finite element analysis is used in the boom

and chassis design to eliminate any potential areas

of stress. Then each Loadall undergoes the most

intensive testing programme: the chassis, boom

and other components are subjected to high-

stress loadings over a prolonged period and the

transmission is repeatedly operated over many

thousands of cycles.

Our method of manufacturing robust telescopic

booms – with an inverted U-shaped pressing

with fully welded closing plate and up to one

metre overlap within the sections – means you

can be sure of long-term performance.

FAST FACTS
● Finite element analysis eliminates

high stresses in components for

long-life structures

● Integrated boom-nose and large 

boom overlaps give extra strength 

and reliability 

● Manufacturing processes backed by ISO

9001:2000 guarantee consistent quality 

● Electrophoretically dipping the cab

before painting gives long-term

corrosion protection

● Extended service intervals reduce

operating costs and easy access

simplifies routine checks

Built for the long term

Plus, all Loadalls benefit from an integrated,

reinforced boom-nose designed to provide extra

strength in this high-stress area.

Another factor that sets these machines apart is

the fact that we make our own axles and hydraulic

cylinders for all machines, and our own engines

and transmissions for the bigger models. This gives

us greater control over quality and has led to the

improved driveline and hydraulic performance

that JCB customers have come to expect.

It’s all aimed at giving you the most reliable

performance. And, with convenient service

access and long service intervals of 500 hours 

for boom lubrication and engine servicing, 

it’s reliable performance that’s 

easy to maintain.



LOADER ARM
● Low-level loader arm

● Low bonnet line for excellent visibility

● Robust, endurance-tested steel structure

● 4m boom (520-40), 5m boom (524-50), 

5.5m boom (527-55)

● Self-lubricated, wear pads

TRANSMISSION/STEERING
● 524/527 fully variable, hydrostatic transmission

● Low range override switch

● Four-wheel drive

● Four-wheel steer

● 3m turn radius

WHEELS AND TYRES
● Four equal size wheels

● Range of high flotation tyres for low ground

bearing pressure

● Construction and industrial tyre options

● Low-profile machine options

● Four stud wheels

COMPACT LOADALL M



CAB AND CONTROLS
● Full-size, certified ROPS and FOPS cab

● Optional air conditioning 

● Excellent visibility with centrally mounted cab

● Large opening door for excellent access

● 524/527 single-lever servo controls

ENGINE/HYDRAULICS 
● 60Ltr/min (520-40) 85Ltr/min (524/527)

auxiliary hydraulic flow

● 50hp (37.5kW) (520-40) and 85hp (63kW) 

(524/527) engines 

● Single-lever controls (524/527) with

proportional control on extend/retract 

and auxiliary flow

● Increased reliability and service intervals

● Protected and robust hoses and auxiliary routing

SERVICE AND ACCESS
● Single large opening engine cover for service 

and maintenance access

● Easy access to remotely mounted daily service

check points

● Large chassis-mounted step for safe access to

engine bay

● Removable single seat pan for access to

transmission and service brake

● Standard fit hose burst check valves 

ACHINE WALKAROUND



LOADALL HiViz MACHYDRAULICS
● Three separate gear pumps serving machine

hydraulics, steering and engine cooling

● Low-effort, direct-acting hydraulic controls

● Check valves on tilt, lift, extend and stabiliser

rams for maximum safety in the event of 

hose burst

TRANSMISSION
● Integrated JCB driveline featuring 85hp (63kW)

or 100hp (74.2kW) JCB Dieselmax engine, with

JCB Powershift as standard for smooth operation

● All-climates cooling system

● Good protection against site damage

● Fully enclosed, multi-disc, oil-immersed brakes

● Single-hinge engine cover provides simple,

ground-level access to engine and daily 

check points

CHASSIS
● One-piece fully welded structure for maximum

strength/minimum weight

● Very low boom line and reduced boom section

for exceptional visibility

● Increased axle lock and reduced rear overhang

for improved manoeuvrability

● Fold-up rear light stalks for minimum damage in

off-highway operations



CAB AND CONTROLS
● Spacious interior with left and right grab 

handles for easy access

● Direct glazing, opening rear window, fold-back

upper door and large roof screen providing

excellent upward visibility

● 8 adjustable air vents give excellent all-round

ventilation and demisting

● Eye-level LMI (Load Moment Indicator) with

alarm function provides a progressive read out

of forward stability

● Modern ergonomic instrumentation displays all

machine information and warnings at a glance

LOADER END
● Q-fit carriage 

● Underslung tilt ram is well protected from debris

● One auxiliary boom-end service fitted 

as standard

● Heavy-duty boom with over 1000mm section

overlap at full extension

HINE WALKAROUND



CONSTRUCTION LOADALL RANGE

520-40 524-50 527-55

Maximum lift height (mm) 4035 5300 5600

Maximum lift capacity (kg) 2000 2400 2700

Maximum forward reach (mm) 2590 2900 3300

Lift capacity at full reach (kg) 1000 1250 1250

Overall height (mm) 1970 2100 2100

Overall width over tyres (mm) 1585 2000 2000

Overall length to front carriage (mm) 3380 3900 4000

Turn radius over tyres (mm) 3050 3000 3000

Total weight (unladen) (kg) 4400 5500 5650

Tyres 12x16.5 10ply 12.5/80x18 12.5/80x18

Engine (gross) hp (kW) 50 (37.5) 85 (63) 85 (63)

Engine (optional) hp (kW) – – –
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531-70 541-70 535-95 533-105

7000 7000 9500 10220

3100 4100 3500 3300

3700 3700 6520 6830

1250 1500 500 1000

2490 2490 2490 2490

2230 2230 2290 2290

4990 4990 4990 5380

3700 3700 3700 3700

6900 7600 8075 8850

15.5/80-24 15.5/80-24 15.5/80-24 15.5/80-24

85 (63) 100 (74.2) 85 (63) 85 (63)

100 (74.2) – 100 (74.2) 100 (74.2)
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535-125 HiViz 535-140 HiViz 540-140

5
4
0
170

540-170

Maximum lift height (mm) 12300 13800 13800 16700

Maximum lift capacity (kg) 3500 3500 4000 4000

Maximum forward reach (mm) 8100 9700 9250 12500

Lift capacity at full reach (kg) 1150 1250 1250 600

Overall height (mm) 2590 2590 2590 2690

Overall width over tyres (mm) 2350 2350 2350 2440

Overall length to front carriage (mm) 5800 6230 6250 6360

Turn radius over tyres (mm) 3750 3750 4100 4100

Total weight (unladen) (kg) 9720 10880 10655 12470

Tyres 15.5/80-24 15.5/80-24 15.5/80-24 15.5/80-24

Engine (gross) hp (kW) 85 (63) 85 (63) 85 (63) 100 (74.2)

Engine (optional) hp (kW) 100 (74.2) 100 (74.2) 100 / 130 (74.2 / 97) 130 (97)

CONSTRUCTION LOADALL RANGE
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SIDESHIFT FORKS
● Speeds up operations by minimising machine re-positioning
● Independent fork positioning from within cab
● Particularly effective for precision placing of the load
● Fork spacing locked by sideshift ram
● Available for 535-125, 535-140, 540-140, 540-170 

(only with clear view carriage)

6-IN-1 SHOVEL
● Gives even greater versatility to your JCB Loadall
● In forward operation, digging, loading, grabbing and dozer

blade options
● In reverse mode, grading or spreading options
● Replaceable wear parts prolong the life cycle
● Quickhitch compatible for rapid attachment changeover
● Available for 531-70 and 541-70

TIPPING SKIP
● Strong lightweight design
● Ideal for building site and factory applications
● Fork mounted for fitment to a number of machines
● Fork entry from rear or sides for greater manoeuvrability 
● Fork and skip lock safety mechanisms

CRANE HOOK
● Ideal attachment for safe lifting
● Fork mounted for fitment
● 4-tonne lift capacities available
● Secure system for locking to forks
● Lifting test certificate included

SWEEPER COLLECTOR
● Heavy-duty one piece canopy for maximum durability
● Class-leading visibility 
● Floating mounting frame for increased sweeper output
● Combination steel and polypropylene brush
● Quickhitch or fork mounted fitment

TRUSSMASTER
● The safe alternative to manual handling
● In placement mode the manual option has four fixed

setting points, hydraulic option offers “inching” control
● The travel mode incorporates a steadying yoke for greater

site safety
● Both units are quickhitch compatible for safer rapid

changeover of attachments

JCB attachments

GENERAL PURPOSE SHOVEL
● JCB-designed for maximum performance and durability
● Drilled to accept toeplate or teeth
● Quickhitch compatible
● Uses JCB Loadalls excellent bucket capability



THE BEST BACK-UP IN THE BUSINESS

Always on hand to help

You demand more from your machines than ever before: 

more efficiency, more reliability, more performance. That’s why

superb product support has never been so vital.

Together with our extensive dealer

network, at JCB we’re as innovative

and forward-thinking when it comes

to customer care as we are in

machine development. Our product

support and after-sales service have

one aim: to give you peace of mind.

The care and quality we offer is exceptional. All servicing 

is carried out by the best, factory-trained JCB engineers. 

Using the internet to pass vital information between on-site

service personnel and our product support engineers, 

these professionals always have specialist information at their

fingertips, so they can get you up and running again, faster.

Protect your machine and your cashflow 

Everyone has individual needs and preferences. So we offer 

a range of service options all designed to help you cope with

the unexpected and minimise costly downtime. Whether it’s

additional breakdown cover, an all-inclusive scheduled service

programme, or servicing, we’ve got the best service option 

for you.

Finance packages, tailored to your needs 

With ever-growing pressures on cashflows, the finance options

available through JCB can provide a vital lifeline. Backed by JCB

Finance, who can provide tax-efficient and cost-effective finance

solutions, designed and tailored specifically to your needs. 

Trust the genuine article

JCB parts are renowned worldwide for performance, reliability

and safety. With replacement parts, we supply only the genuine

article, helping to safeguard the impressive residual values that

you can expect in years to come. 

As well as large stocks of parts engineered specifically for your

machine, your JCB dealer also holds an extensive range of JCB:

Filters, Lubricants, Grease, Wearparts, Tyres, Rubber Tracks and

Service Exchange Components all manufactured to the same

exacting standards. Your requirements can usually be supplied

immediately by our dealers, but where this is not possible they

can be ordered through the direct computer link between your

dealer and JCB Service and processed through our impressive

automated World Parts Centre warehouse. Despatch is

normally the same day either to you or the dealer.

Whether we’re providing you with support, parts or

finance, we aim for 100% satisfaction. It’s all part of

our promise to put you, the customer, first.
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